


  



  

 

Joel 

 
In P7 I aim to 
improve my touch 
typing, to be able to 
play cricket properly! 
At the ends of P7 I 
want to do the daily 
mile much faster and 
to do a hand stand in PE! I would like to be 
more responsible and sensible. 
 

 
 

Sally 

 
In P7 I would like to 
get better at maths 
and French.  
I’m looking forward 
to P7 camp, school 
trips and leavers 
sweaters. 
I’d also like to get better at art and learn how 
to kayak. 
 

 
 

Calvin 
 
In primary 7 I would 
like to get better at 
maths and maths 
work sheets. 
I would also like to 
get a lot better at art. 
If we do baseball or 

cricket I would like to get much better at both 
of the sports. My other aim is to get every 
single piece of my Homework done. 
 
 

 
 

Niamh 

 
I would like to get 
over my fear of tight 
spaces at camp. 
I would like to 
become more 
responsible. 
To get better at 
maths, division. 
Improve my general knowledge. 
Learn how to do some water sports. 
Have a fun year. 
 

 
 

Megan 
 
My Biggest aim for 
P7 is to get better at 
my handwriting and 
to improve more of 
my spelling. 
I would like to be 
better at my art 

work, and I am looking forward to the P7 
camp51. 
 

 
 

Michael 
 
In P7 I would lie to 
get better at art so I 
can paint my 
WARHAMMER 
better, and improve  
My reading skills so I 
can give myself more 
challenges in the future. 
I’m going to try harder in math and practice 
my hand writing more. 
 



 

 

Andrew 
 
Get better at math 
like times. 
Get better at art. 
Get better at 
baseball. 
 

 
 

Rowan 
 
My goals for p7 are 
to get better at art. 
Get over my fear of 
small trapped spaces 
at p7 camp.to get 
over my fear of 
boats. And to try 
stop getting so homesick when we’re at p7 
camp.                        
                             

 
 

Daniel 
 
In p7 I’m aiming to 
be better at maths, 
art and spelling.  
In p7 I’m looking 
forward to  going to 
the sky academy. I 
am looking forward 

to the p7 show camp and the water fight. I am 
also looking forward to being the oldest in the 
school. I am also looking forward to do all the 
class topics and projects. 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Erin 
 
To get better at 
times tables 
To get better at art 
To get better at 
spelling 
To get better at 
maths 
To get better at mental maths 
To get better at hand writing 
To get better at reading 
To get better at typing 
 

 
 

Ben 
 
Get a lot better at 
exquisite art and 
excruciating science. 
Have a lot of fun with 
my friends and Mr. 
Kingsbury!!!  To 
make THE BEST news 

report at Sky Academy.  Be the very best at 
Camp and the Risk Factory.  Learn more vast 
and complex series of math things like grids 
and harder algebra.  I want to be able to make 
fake volcanoes erupt without searching it up 
on the horrific sounding Deep Dark Web.  
Learn about famous people like The Incredible 
Albert Einstein, Cristiano Ronaldo, Lionel 
Messi etc. etc. 
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Jamie 
 
In P7 I am aiming to 
get better at 
language, writing, 
spelling and mostly 
the opportunities 
that lie ahead. I am 
looking forward to 
the P7 show, water fight, camp, Risk Factory 
and having a good year.  
 

 
 

Colin 
 
In P7 I aim to get 
better at typing and 
maths, I also want to 
get better at paying 
cricket. I’m looking 
forward to camp, sky 
academy and the risk 

factory, also all the things that we do at the 
end of the school year. 
 

 
 

Sam 
 
1. To learn all of my 
times tables. 
2.Get my division a 
lot better. 
3. Work on my 
literacy and start 
writing faster. 
4. I want to learn how to use water paints 
properly. 
5. I would like learn how to play cricket 
properly. 
 

 
 

 
 

Robin 
 
My aims for p7 are to 
know all my times 
tables. I also want to 
know how paint 
better than I used to 
be able to and to get 
better at maths. And 

also to learn to do lots of cool science 
experiments. 
 

 
 

Amar 
 
I would like to get 
better at art and 
drawing 
To learn and 
understand fractions 
To speak louder for 
the P7 show 
To get better at baseball and actually hit the 
ball 
Get better at geography 
 

 
 

Thomas 
 
I aim to get better at 
spelling. 
I am looking forward 
to the end of the 
year water fight. and 
I am looking forward 
to the risk factory 
and the end of the year trip. the leavers 
jumpers and the P7 show. 
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Nursery with Mrs Campbell, Mrs Miller and Mrs Ross & P3 with Mrs Rodger 



SKY ACADEMY 
When we went sky studio we went to this room with loads of rooms And we watched this 

TV and it told us what we were going to be Doing. we split up in to groups and there was a 1 

hour timer that We had to make a short movie. we had to talk about what our News report 

and we went on this IPad to see what we would Be doing. then we would get in to our 

places we rehearsed it. we recorded it and when the timer ended we went to this room with 

loads of chairs And we showed it to every one.   

  

 

 

 

Then we had to decided whose was the best and they were saying well done to us and They 

gave us a diary and then we went to this lunch room and we waited for our bus. 



MacMillan Coffee Morning 

For the MacMillan Coffee 

Morning, we had 3 different jobs. 

One of the jobs was serving and 

clearing up the plates and mugs of 

coffee, another one was taking donations from people at the 

entrance. The last one was being at the stalls and selling 

cakes. We went round and asked people if they were finished 

or if they would like any more tea or coffee. When people 

were finished, we brought their plates and mugs to the 

kitchen and the people in the kitchen washed them. Most of 

the baking and cakes were 50 p or £1. There were also tables 

at the back of the hall were you could get juice and biscuits.  

 



Jelly Terror 
To make Jelly Terror we all had to watch thriller by Michael 

Jackson to get us inspired and to think of ideas. Megan came 

up with the name Jelly Terror. 

To look like zombies we 

obviously needed our 

faces to look like zombies 

so Rowans mum, Shirley 

offered to come in and 

help with the face 

painting since she knows 

how to do it. Shirley did a 

very good job of all of us. Our camera man was Jamie and our 

director was Colin. Mr Kingsbury did a lot of editing to make 

the video look good. We put thriller by Michael Jackson in 

the background. We put it together and we made Jelly 

Terror. We showed the 

film to the school and 

they all loved it very 

much. We have now 

entered the film in a film 

competition and 

hopefully we win.  



 

 

 

 

 

At the start of the year our class competed in 

the Mock Court Project. In it we learned about 

the whole legal process when a civil case goes 

to court. We split our class into 2 halves – the 

defenders and the pursuers. The pursuers were 

Colin (solicitor), Joel (solicitor), Robin (witness 

and artist), Amar (witness and artist), Niamh 

(witness), Erin (gown maker), Andrew (gown maker) and Rowan (gown maker).  

The defenders were Megan (solicitor), Michael (solicitor), Jamie (witness), Ben 

(witness), Sally (witness), Thomas (gown maker), Calvin (gown maker), Sam 

(artist) and Daniel (artist). 

We started off by receiving 

information for the court case and 

by that the pursuers wrote their 

initial writ. They sent their writ of 

to the defenders at Leith Primary 

School and our defenders 

received an initial writ from 

Newton Grange Primary School. 

The defenders wrote their reply to argue against the pursuer’s writ. Everyone 

helped by each writing an argument and that also covered our writing lessons. 

In the meantime two lawyers called Amy and Elizabeth came in to help us with 

the project and they had showed us how to write the initial writ and the 

defenders reply.   

When the pursuers received their defenders reply they updated their initial writ 

argue against the defenders. We 

marked out which parts had been 

deleted like this:  Deleted and the 

new parts that had been written 

by marking them in red. We then 

sent the amended writ off to the 



defenders so they could update their defence. 

The defenders then received their pursuer’s writ to then 

amend their defence.   They put in the same markings as 

pursuers to show that it had been updated. They then 

sent this off to the pursuers and our pursuers received an 

amended defence. 

The defenders and the 

pursuers then started 

preparing for the big 

event in court in-front of a 

professional court judge. 

We assigned each 

person a role in court and 

everyone helped write the 

questions for the witnesses. Altogether Mr Byte on the pursuer’s team had 39 

questions, Apple Byte had 40 and Mr M.Ing had 13 questions. On the 

defendants side Sam Sim had 17 questions, Stacey Samsung had 10 questions 

and Mr Snoop had 15 questions. 

On the pursuers side Robin was Mr 

Byte, Rowan was Apple Byte and 

Amar was Mr M.Ing. For The 

defendants Jamie took on the role of 

Mr Snoop, Sally was Stacey 

Samsung and Ben was Sam Sim. 

The experience in court was quite scary talking in-front of a judge but we did it! 

We had two different judges in court - the pursuer’s one was quite strict but the 

defender’s judge was very nice. On the trial the pursuers just lost but the 

defenders won easily. 

The gowns that we had made for the solicitors were a similar shape but with a 

very different design on them. The defenders had 

a black PPS on the back with four yellow lightning 

bolts on it and the collar a furry orange material. 

The pursuers had a grey PPS on the front with red 

ribbon on the sides of the gown and a furry purple 

collar. For the defendants gown design they won a 

prize at the finals. 

In Edinburgh and the Lothians our pursuers came 

4th place and the defendants came 1st place!!! 

Neither of our teams managed to make it to the 

finals but the defenders come first in our region!



Rugby  

 

We were doing Rugby with a person called 

Michael who was meant to come in on every 

Tuesday but he only came in on one Tuesday 

and he came one Monday as well. We were 

training for a festival earlier on in the year, 

when he didn’t only come in once, and we were doing Tag-Rugby and he 

came in with drills for us to do (The pictures below are from the Rugby 

Festival). On Tuesday 29th May, Michael was stuck in Germany for another 

day so we didn’t get a lesson on Rugby then. The next week, Michael had a 

meeting and he couldn’t cancel it so we didn’t get Rugby then either. But 

since he missed those two lessons the next week on the Monday he came in 

just after lunch and we had a lot of fun just getting soaked and tackling each 

other. What we did in Rugby is non-contact, like in the Rugby Festival, and 

then we started doing contact the week before he got stuck in Germany. We 

learnt to tackle the “Rugby way” and we had a game at the end. 
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Enterprise Project 
For the enterprise project we had to make a product, an advert, a 

leaflet and a poster for it and there were 5 groups. But it had to be 

something to advertise tourists to come and visit Scotland. 

One group made tartan 

coasters, one group made clay 

models of Nessie, one made 

haggis action figures, one made 

haggis stress ball and the last 

one was Scottish painted rocks. 

The leaflet had to be bright 

coloured and a short paragraph about what the product was about 

and why to buy the product. 

When we made the posters it had to be bright and colourful and they 

had to have a picture and information about our product.  

For the advert, we used a slide show to show videos and pictures of 

our product. Some people put some text in as well. 

There was going to be a competition about whose product each 

person would buy. We also needed to estimate a price of how much 

we would sell our products for. 

At the end of this project we obviously needed to see which group 

was the overall winner. 

We all voted and the winners were the gaming haggis who made the 

tartan coasters. They sold their product for three pound and seventy 

eight pence.  



Christmas Video 

 

For the Christmas video we all wore Christmas jumpers and 

Santa hats. We all had one line we had to lip sync, the song 

we lip synced to was ‘All I 

Want For Christmas Is 

You’ by Mariah Carey. 

Some people filmed their 

lines at their house but 

most of us filmed it at 

school on the stage. We 

filmed all our separate bits 

either on the stage or next 

to a prop. When we had all 

finished filming our lines, 

Mr Kingsbury put all the 

clips together and made it 

into a video.  

https://www.ebay.co.uk/itm/PLUSH-RED-DELUXE-CHRISTMAS-HAT-XMAS-HAT-SANTA-SECRET-SANTAS-STOCKING-GIFT-IDEA-/272434528669


RISK FACTORY 
When we got there we had a 

place to pot our bags and 

coats. Then we went to a 

small room were there 8 rows 

of seats named A to  H and a 

man told us wich row to sit  

and who ever was in your row 

was in your group after that 

we had our our snack after 

that we met our tour gide .  

On our first activet   we leard not to goon train tracks for any thing. 

Colin had to go on fake train tracks  to get a 20 pond not from the tracks 

soon after that we went on a bus and we learnd not to throw rocks at 

buses. Because it can hit the driver  after that we went to fake house  too 

look for any dangrs . There was lots of dangers in both house we look in. 

Soon after that  we went into a fake house and are leder  sed that he 

went to cheak on the next 

doornaber  and he left te house 

8 mins after the house cot fire  

so we had  to get get the old 

granny and the girl and are selfs  

out of the burning house nd we 

called the firefighters 5 mins 

later the a firefighter came and 

we talk about what to do if thir  

was a fire in your home and 

how fires starts . Then we made are way back to the small room to wait 

on are bus. 



The 500 Word Story  

The 500 word story is a very well-known competition which 

is held every year by BBC Radio 2.  

 

The way the 500 word story competition works is that you 

have to have written a story which has the max of 500 

words.  

 

Most of the class entered their stories in to the 500 word 

competition but some people in the class didn’t.  

 

None of our stories managed to get through to the second 

round of the 500 word competition which was very 

disappointing. Even though none of our stories got through 

to the second round of the 500 word story competition we 

all still tried our best.  

 

In our class we are going to be doing our own competition. 

The way that our class competition is that all the 500 word 

stories are going to be looked at by the class. Then the class 

will vote on the story that they think is the best. And then 

the winner of the class competition will get a little prize 

which will probably be chocolate.  

 

        The top three of our class competition were 1 Sally, 2 

Megan and 3 Thomas. Sally’s story is here for you to enjoy. 

 



Oak Field Woods 

1965 

11:37 PM 

“Come on Sandy!” shouted Monica. Monica turned 

around “S-Sandy?” Sandy was lying in a pool of blood with 

a scratch from the top of her head to the bottom of her 

waist. Monica looked up and saw a creature so horrifying 

no one could ever imagine. The last thing anyone heard 

from Monica was an ear splitting scream. 

Present day 

10:49 PM 

“Jess, are you sure about this?” whispered Alex. “Ugh, we’re 12, stop 

being a baby!” “Um… that sign says danger of death.” Jess was 

already half way up the fence, so she ripped the sign off and threw it 

in the river. Jess vaulted over the fence and landed gracefully on her 

feet. “Just jump!” Alex jumped and landed… not so gracefully. 

30 minutes later 

“Jess this is pointless, let’s just go home.” Said Alex. Jess ignored  him 

and kept walking. “Jess!” Alex turned around and saw a monster, it 

looked like a demon with blood red eyes and a snake body. “Jess!” 

Alex tried to scream but it came out as a whisper. “Alex, hurry up! 

God! Why are you always so slow?!” Jess turned around and saw 

Alex lying on the ground with a bite out of his face. Jess tried to run 

but her knees were locked up. The monster said to her in the 

deepest, most petrifying voice “I’m coming for you.” The monster 

dragged Alex into the shadows. Jess fell to the ground and passed 

out. 



Jess didn’t know how long she had been unconscious. She stood up 

and immediately fell over again. Her head was pounding, and it felt 

like days since she’d had any water. Luckily, there was a stream next 

to where the fence had 

been, now it was a wall, 

going as far up as she 

could see. She went to 

the stream and cupped 

the water in her hands. 

She didn’t know how 

clean the water was, 

but she didn’t care. 

Later, Jess tried to make a fire using two sticks. It took her longer 

than she’d like to admit. When the fire was lit, Jess saw a worm on 

the ground. So she cooked the worm over the fire, hoping that might 

take the taste away. 

The worm was a bit crispy but now she had bigger things to worry 

about. She was running away from a giant spider. She ran for a while, 

and came to a cave. She couldn’t see the spider. She slouched 

against the cave to catch her breath. After a few minutes of standing 

there, she heard a click… click. It was getting closer. Jess felt sharp 

claws grasp her ankle. She tried to pull her foot away, but the 

monster grabbed her tighter. It started pulling her back. Jess 

scrabbled at the ground to try and escape, but she got pulled into 

the cave. The last thing Jess saw were two blood red eyes. 

By Sally Averbuch 
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WWII 

When we started our world war two project we used books to find information 

that could help us with our timeline. We also used laptops to find information 

that we couldn’t find in the books. When we got information from the laptops 

and books Mr Kingsbury wrote it down on the white board. Then we put all the 

information in chronological order. Then wrote it down on are time line sheets 

on are where we wrote it down in chronological order. 

We also used a programme called How We 

Used To Live to get other information that we 

couldn’t find. The show was about a family 

who lived before world war two and after 

world war two. The show went through the 

years and showing what it was like to live in 

that year. 

When we were doing the world war two topic 

the thing we were learning about the most  

was the Blitz. The Blitz was Hitler’s attempt to 

destroy London and not to surprisingly it 

failed.  

Near the end of the topic we had to do individual topics. The individual topics 

were when we chose something we wanted to learn about like the spitfire. 

When we chose are topic we had three and a bit weeks to research and write 

two pages of information of the topic we 

chose. The information had to be in 

chronological order and had to have full stops 

and capital letters in the right place and if it 

was exceptionally bad you would probably 

have to restart until it was neat. Then Mr 

Kingsbury marked it.  We also did 

remembrance day posters. We did them 

because it s 100 years since the end of WWI.                                                                          



Film Making 

In the year we 

started to make films 

for the film festival. 

We were split in to 4 

groups and we had 

to come up with an 

idea for a short film. 

Once we came up with an idea we wrote a script for our 

film. One group did a film about school; they played as 

teachers and students. 

Daniel, Erin, Ben and 

Colin and got to film 

outside at the back of 

the school (Discover 

earth). Another was a 

Newsround skit with 

Sam (the anchor) Robin (reporter) Thomas (eye witness) 

and Andrew (police 

officer) for 

(Newsround).  



There was also an animation group that worked together 

Rowan, Megan, Joel and Jamie (How to master life). The 

last one was a 

bullying awareness 

film with Amar, 

Calvin, sally and 

Michael (bullies) and 

Niamh (victim) 

(Silence).  Then we entered them in the film festival, we 

also entered Jelly Terror 4 of them got in and the only 

one that didn’t was silence.  

4 of our movies were nominated out of 6, we won 2 - the 

best animation for How to Master Life and the jury 

selection for Newsround Special. 

 

    

 



Transition Events +visit 

Ross High Transition Event 

We had to wake up really early in the morning 

to catch a bus at 7:50 AM which took us to Ross 

High. When we got there we got off the bus 

and went inside to the hall where we sat on 

chairs while we waited for Windygoul to arrive. 

When Windygoul did arrive we got split into 

our Register groups and sent to 2nd Period, being guided by the S6 pupils, 

since we missed 1st Period. We had Break and went back to the hall where 

we got split into our Practical classes for 3rd period. After 3rd period we were 

gathered into our Register classes and went to 4th period. Once we got out of 

there we went to the lunch area and if you were an early lunch you would be 

a late lunch the next day. So we ate lunch and went to the field, out the back 

of the school, where some people played football and some just stayed on 

the hill with their bags. After lunch we went back inside to the hall again. The 

S6s guided us to our 5th period classes and we spent another 45 minutes in 

class. Then the S6s took us to our 6th period class and we did our work. We 

went to the hall for the 4th time and we got sent to the bus home that took us 

home. The bus was so full that a S6 had to let a P7/S1 on the bus.  The next 

day we repeat just with different classes. Lunch approaches and those who 

were earlier yesterday are later today. The line was absolutely massive! We 

finished up and went outside and to play tug of war on the grass. Once 

everyone was out we took pictures of the whole P7 group and we played tug 

of war with a lot of combinations of people. Windygoul 92 people lost and 

Pencaitland came out on top (We might be being just a little bias…). We went 

back in and finished our day but in the hall at the end of our day we were 

told we had to scream at the top of our lungs as a shouting competition 

because in tug of war they forgot to do houses against other houses! So we 

had 3 rounds. The 1st round it went Fa’side then Winton then Seton and 

Fa’side won. 2nd round it was the other way round and Seton won. Last round 

and it was between Seton and Fa’side. Winton went first, Seton second and 
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Fa’side last. It was close but Fa’side just edged it louder. We went home and 

we can all agree we had a really fun time.  

Meadowmill Transition Event + Visit 

Meadowmill Transition Event 

We got split into groups and got combined with kids from other schools and 

went round different activities. We did Basketball, Curling, Poster making, 

Food tasting, Stuff about Recharge, Fitness, Ladders and Yoga. In Basketball, 

we dribbled and threw balls into a hoop. In Curling, we got split into 2 teams, 

red and blue, and rolled a stone each and we had to get the stone as close as 

possible to the middle of a target on the floor. We made posters about Ross 

High and they got put on the wall. We got a taste test of foods in Ross High 

Cafeteria and they had a food called Pizzinis, Pizza-Paninis, and they were the 

best. We got told about Recharge and played a little game. We did a little bit 

of fitness and played a game of Sharks and Fishes. We played a game called 

ladders and did some meditation and it made us all calmer after everything 

else that had happened. 

Visit 

We had a visit from two students and two adults from Ross High and we 

asked the questions about what it’s like in Ross High. 

 

Sharks and Fishes 



Mock Court Finals 
The whole class got invited to go watch the mock court finals 

at the central hall in Edinburgh. Michaels Mum Sharon came 

along with us to watch the cases. 

We sat in the hall all day watching four schools compete. 

While that was happening 

there was a drawing   

competition, but sadly 

nobody in our class won it. 

We watched two court 

cases and then we had the 

awards before they 

announced who won the 

case out of the four cases and Pencaitland were up for one of 

the awards. Megan and Colin went up onto the stage to 

collect the award. We won the P7 Defenders gown makers 

award for the Lothian regions. Overall High School of Dundee 

won and they were the defenders.  

     



STEM at Edinburgh College 

We went on a trip to Edinburgh College on Thursday the 

15th of March. We had four different activities that 

involved, 

science,technology,

enginering and 

maths (stem).  We 

did all the activities 

in the morning 

(stem). When we 

got there we were 

given names and whatever name we were given we had 

to go sit at that table. We got split up into different 

groups and we all did different activities in our groups. 

After our morning activity we had our break. When it was 

time for lunch everyone got their pack lunch out of their 

bag and started eating. After the third section of the day 

we all went 

home.   



Inventions 
 

For the inventions, we had to think of something that would 

help people but it couldn’t be magical. 

We had to make a detailed diagram for how it works and 

what the invention does. 

We had to write a short description about it and why you 

should buy it. 

We sent our 

inventions to the 

Scottish Engineering 

Award 2018 and a 

few weeks later they 

came back with the 

results. We found 

out that Thomas had 

been shortlisted for 

his invention and his 

invention was going 

to be shown on 

display at Glasgow. 



 On Monday the 12th of March Colin, Robin, Jamie, Joel, Sam and 

Megan Went to the East Lothian schools cross country 

championships. The first race was the small schools girls which 

Megan took part in. Then it was the small schools boys which Colin, 

Robin, Joel, Jamie and Sam took part in. Colin came back in 1st 

place with a time of 7.37. Jamie came in 8th 54 seconds behind 

Colin. Then 

it was Joel with a time of 8.38, Sam was in 12th with a time of: 8.52, 

robin was 21st with a time of 9.26. Our school came 1st in small 

schools. 

 

 

Football 5 v 5 
The football 5 v 5 took part in Meadowmill hall. P7 where asked if they wanted 

to do a 5v5 football tournament and Ben, Sam, Jamie, Robin, Thomas, Daniel, 

Colin and Michael all said yes to going. You had to of had a GK, CB, LM, RM and 

a ST. We sadly only got half a day off school but it was way better than doing 

school work. The teams we were against were Windygoul, Longniddry, 

Portobello, Prestonpans and there’s probably more that we’ve forgotten. 

Everyone had at least had 3 shots on the pitch and at max 2 or 3 times sitting 

out. You could switch your position half way through a match but we didn’t do 

that we switched after every game. 

 



 

P7 Camp 

at 

Benmore 

Centre 
 

  



Benmore Centre   

When we arrived from ae 3 hour journey we were dropped off at the Benmore 

Centre. The Benmore Centre was going to be are home for the week. The 

dorms we were staying in were in the tower. My dorm was on the bottom floor 

of the tower, the other boys were on the second floor of the tower and the 

girls were on the top floor of the tower. When we woke up at 8:00am we had 

to make are bed and tidy the room and get changed for 8:30. 8:30 was the 

time we had to get to the large dinner hall were we had are breakfast. We also 

had are lunch, dinner and cake hour. At 7:15pm the tuck shop opened and 

that’s how we never ran out of sweet supplies. In the mornings after breakfast 

and room inspection we had to meet up at the common room. This is where 

we were told what activities we were doing and were we were meeting up. In 

the common room at 7:15 the tuck shop opened. The tuck shop was the place 

where we could buy more sweets so we never ran out of sugar. The field study 

room was an interesting place where there was old bee hives and animal skulls 

and information about the wildlife around Benmore Centre. It is also were we 

sometimes met up to get told what we were doing for the next couple of 

hours. When we had free time we went to the lecture room. In the lecture 

room the e was a ping pong table pool table and a football table. We also went 

out to the front lawn when we had free time. 



Climbing and Abseiling 

When we were at camp, we went climbing and abseiling. First, we 

had to get on the equipment, like helmets and ropes. At first, we 

practiced inside. When we were practicing inside, we got to listen to 

music and play some games. Inside, there were some climbing walls 

and a mini abseiling wall. On the abseiling wall inside, we had to 

climb up the wall and then lower ourselves down. On the climbing 

walls, there was a line were we could climb up to without a rope on. 

When we got on the outside climbing and abseiling walls, you could 

choose whether you wanted to climb or abseil. I chose to climb first 

and then abseil. When you get up to the top of the climbing wall, 

there is a short path that brings you to the abseiling wall. On the 

abseiling wall, you need to walk down the wall and it’s really fun. 

 



We drove to the holy lock in 

a mini-bus. The walk took a 

couple of minutes through 

a grave yard to the start off 

the gorge. After entering 

the gorge there was a 

section where we had to 

step across the river and 

grab a tree. There was a 

patch of river that had a 

pile of fallen trees that you 

had to work your way 

around. The next to obstacles  was called “The keyhole”. It was a little cliff with 

a hole and a waterfall was rushing down from it. We had climb up the hole 

with water rushing down in front of us as we were climbing and we all got 

through it. Next, we had to kiss a rock in deep water. The rock was called “The 

wish rock”. It was pretty 

cold but we all did it. We 

climbed up a big rock-face 

and there was a rock 

shaped like an apostrophe 

but was called “The African 

rock”. Soon  after that we 

came to a bit in the gorge  

that we can slide down it 

was  so fun after that we 

made are way back to the 

mini bus  and went back. 



Benmore food 
At Benmore we were served 3 courses breakfast, lunch and dinner. 

For breakfast we had yogurt and cereal. If you were still hungry after 

your yogurt and cereal you could go up for some cooked breakfast. 

For drinks you got milk, orange juice or water. After our morning 

activities we came in for a nice warm lunch most days we got soup 

and the flavours where lentil and vegetable and you also got a roll. If 

you didn’t want soup you could have 2 rolls. The fillings in the rolls 

were ham, egg, cheese, cheese and ham and turkey. But if you were 

very fussy you could get bread with butter, marmalade, or jam. The 

dinner at Benmore was always different; the first day was fish and 

chips with peas. After that we got lovely pudding that was ice-cream 

and jelly. The next day we got cottage pie with a yogurt if you 

wanted one. On the last night we got pizza and wedges and for 

pudding if you wanted it you got dark forest chocolate gateau.
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Kayaking 
 

When we went kayaking we had to 

put on buoyancy aids and 

waterproofs. We had to carry our 

Kayaks down to the edge of the loch 

and we got given our kayaks in 

order of size. 

We first rowed around a small area 

of Loch Eck. When we were ready 

we paddled to bridge and paddled 

around its support legs. We paddled alongside the river bank for a while whilst 

given challenges like row backwards, which some people failed, until we 

reached a little beach. Because we were frozen we went to the quiet beach 

and drank some heated up blackcurrant juice. Niamh tried to turn her boat 

around and accidently pushed it out into the loch, she had to run into the 

water to get it. We drank the hot juice and played a game with a mini 

basketball. There we 2 teams and Mari threw the basketball into the water and 

the teams had to get the 

basketball and throw it on Mari’s 

kayak. You could put the ball in 

your boat and you could only 

have 3 paddles when it is. If the 

ball is in your boat then the 

opposition can grab it out. After 

that game we went back to 

where we came out. We made a 

line out of our kayaks and we 

had to challenges like stand up 

and to Heads, shoulders, knees and toes and touch the front of the kayak with 

our noses without falling in. We pulled up the boats and paddles and most of 

us went swimming, it was FREEZING!  



 

 

 

 

At Benmore on Thursday afternoon 

we went cycling. We started off by 

getting our equipment and a bike. 

Firstly we went down a single lane 

road until we came to a muddy track. 

We went off the road onto the track 

and turned off the track onto a brand 

new path through the woods. We 

then got to a stony beach next to a river. There we drank hot chocolate and 

skimmed stones. Mr Kingsbury filmed us going through a deep puddle and up 

a steep bank. As well as the deep puddle there was this small lane called 

puddle lane with lots of huge puddles on either side of it, after that we crawled 

through two tunnels. Once we had gone on our track, we arrived at a ropes 

course which had some fun bike jumps. One jump was a ramp made from 

wood which ended in about mud which was about 

20cm deep. Joel went first, he cycled up the ramp and 

his front wheel got stuck in the mud causing him to 

face plant into the mud. It was absolutely hilarious. 

Next Jamie went up wooden ramp and lands 

practically perfect with the two wheels landing at 

almost the same time. Next Niamh went up the 

wooden ramp and jumped but her wheel got stuck in 

the mud which 

ends with 

Niamh jumping 

to the side. 

Next Ben went 

up the ramp 

and did a nice jump and his wheels 

where one after the other but he didn’t 

fall or jump off. 



The Quiz 
One night for the activities it was quite wet outside so we did a quiz and all the 

answers were hidden around the house. Some of the groups in our class mixed 

with the other school (Forth 

view). 

The group that had won the 

quiz were the Mango Tango’s 

from Pencaitland, in that 

group was Megan, Rowan, 

Sally and Flynn who is from 

East Saultoun primary who 

came on camp with us. The 

team that came second were 

from Forth View. Finally the team that came third were also from Pencaitland -

the Basement Gang; in that group were Joel, Colin, and Eden (from East 

Saultoun). 

 Sadly there was no prize; the instructor said that the prize was that you knew 

that you have won. 

We found out quite a lot 

about Benmore with the quiz 

for example we learnt what 

loch were near we found 

that on a big map at the 

entrance. The answer was 

loch Tay. 
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Benmore Disco                

In the disco we danced and sang to I Would Walk 500 

Miles, YMCA, Cha-Cha Slide, One Kiss, Swish-Swish, 

Havana, Man’s Not Hot, and Friends. The best bit was 

when there where white lights flashing really, really 

fast there was also a smoke machine that let out a 

blast of smoke every minute or so which made the 

lights look way better. Overall the disco lasted about 1 

hour and 30 minutes. The disco started at quarter past 

8 and finished roundabout 9.45. We got juice half way 

through and the flavours where blackcurrant and 

orange. In the disco there was a DJ called Yob and he 

was in control of the lights and the music. 
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Non-Stop Cricket! 

We have been doing non-stop cricket with Mr Kingsbury and 

a guy called Willie. Willie came from a cricket group to try get 

more people interested in cricket. We have learned two 

styles of non-stop cricket. The 1st style is when your team 

starts off with 3 bats. Every time you hit the ball you run a 

round a cone of give the bat you just had to the next person 

in the queue. The 2nd style of non-stop cricket we’ve learned 

is your team has one bat once you’ve hit the ball you run 

around a cone that will be left and right of the wicket and run 

back in front of the wicket. You keep doing that until the 

other team catches you out or you or the ball hits the wicket 

in any way. We have really enjoyed coming out and doing a 

bit of cricket every now and then. 

 



On the 1st of June 2018 Joel, Colin and Thomas went down to Pollock Park in 

Glasgow to compete in the Scottish Schools Orienteering Festival. Joel 

started first at 10:19 then Colin at 10:25 and lastly Thomas at 10:31. The 

orienteering course was quite simple with not much route choice. We all 

arrived back in the same order as we started. Joel got a time of 10:18 and 

Colin beating him by 12 seconds. Thomas got 13:00 coming 10th place. Colin 

and Joel were 4th and 

5th place. While we 

were waiting for the 

prize giving we played 

lots of man-hunt. The 

prize giving was at 

1:15 and Pencaitland 

came 1st on the P7 

boy’s course.  

 

On the 23rd of May – World 

Orienteering Day Joel, Colin and 

Thomas went to the east Lothian 

schools orienteering competition in 

preparation for the Scottish 

schools orienteering festival. Joel 

and Thomas ran in the morning, Colin did his in the afternoon. Colin came 2nd 

22 seconds behind 1st place. Thomas came 4th and Joel 6th. Pencaitland came 

1st place and Longniddry 2nd place. 



 

Meadowmill Small 

School Athletics  

Most of P7 went to Meadow mill and also a couple of P6s as 

well. In Meadow mill the activities where 80 metres sprint which 

Sam did and came equal 2nd with a time of 11.99, 150 metre 

sprint which Jamie did and came 2nd with a time of 23.58, 600 

metre which Colin did and got a time of 1:54 and came 1st, tug of 

war which Andrew, Erin, Michael, Thomas, Sally, and Rowan did 

and they didn’t do as well as they would of wanted to do. There 

was also long jump which Robin did and came 1st with 3.69, 

Jamie also did the high jump and came 3rd and cleared 1 metre 

20 but failed 1 metre 22, cricket ball throw which Sam did and 

came 5th with a score of 35.65 metres. There was also a relay 

race which Sam, Jamie, Megan, and Isla did and came 2nd in 

there heat they got a time of 63.39. Overall we came 2nd with 28 

points and the winners St. Marys had 31 points. 

          



The Mysterious Case of a  
Winter Night’s Murder.  
 
The P7 show took a lot of 

work and we were practising 

for 6 weeks. The show lasted 

1 hour and 45 minutes and 

we had to get our own 

costumes. In the show there 

were three murderers but at 

the end you are left on a cliff 

hanger. We had to perform 

twice, one for the school as a 

dress rehearsal and one was 

for the parents. The one for 

the parents was much better 

than for the school because 

they got a lot more of the 

jokes and were a lot quieter. 

It was very fun to perform 

and I don’t think one person 

didn’t enjoy it. 

 

Full credit goes to Megan 

Kingsbury for writing the 

script and credit to Mr 

Kingsbury for putting in a 

lot of hard work. 
 

 



 

Once we had created our films 

we entered them into The 

Edinburgh International Film 

Festival Schools Film 

Competition. A youth jury 

watched all the films and 

together they selected 20 films 

that were entered to be 

shortlisted. On the 21st of June 

the shortlisted films were viewed to the schools in the Edinburgh 

Filmhouse. Four of our films were shortlisted – Jelly Terror, How to 

Master Life, Newsround Special and Discover Earth. At the Film 

House the seats we sat on were really comfy and there was a moving 

curtain that covered up the screen. 

We watched al the selected films 

there and there were eve n some 

animations from nurseries. There 

were six awards which were – Best 

Animated Film, Creativity, Acting, Group 

Effort, Best Film and The Jury Selection Award. Out 

of our films two won an award and two 

were nominated for an award. The two 

which won an award were How to Master 

Life for Best Animated Film and Newsround 

Special for the jury award. The nominated 

ones were Jelly Terror for Creativity and 

Newsround Special for Best Film. 



 

 
Thomas 
 
I will be a rugby player and an F1 driver and  a 
farmer. 
 

  
Amar 
 
In 20 years I will be broke just like I am now. I 
will be street performing for money. 

   

 
Robin 
 
In 20 years I think I’ll be a reptile breeder. 

  
Sam 
 
In twenty years I will be a professional 
goalkeeper for man united with a big house in 
Spain.   
 

   

 
Colin 
 
In 20 years I’m going to be a ultramarathon 
runner 

  
Jamie 
 
In 20 years I hope to be playing football for 
hearts in a dream house with my old 
classmates cleaning out my toilets so I don’t 
have to do it. 
 

   

 
Ben 
 
In 20 years I want to be an Astronaut, F1 
Racer, Movie star, Footballer or Scientist. I 
would like to have over the minimum wage 
and to be fairly famous and maybe a family 
but definitely puppies or dogs.    
 

  
Erin 
 
In 20 years I would love to be an actor or 
work with animals. I would like to live in a big 
house in Manchester.  I  would love to have 
lots of pets. 

 

 



 
Megan 
 
In 20 years I’m hoping to play hockey in my 
spare time and live in Brighton and I would like 
to be a gym teacher or a lawyer. I would like to 
have two kids and a husband and live with a 
Shih Tzu named Nelly. On my holidays I would 
like to go to the Canary Islands. 
 

  
Rowan 
 
In 20 years I will be working in a hair dressing 
shop and we will do nails and makeup as well. 
I will get paid lots of money which means I 
can pay for the pet bills for my 3 monkeys 2 
cats 2 dogs and I will live in Spain and I will 
have a big mansion and I will have a big pool 
that I would swim in every day. 
 

   

 
Andrew 
 
In twenty years I want to be 
A policeman. 

  
Michael 
 
In 20 years time I want to own a business 
empire and have lots of shares and 
investments across Europe and Asia. 
 

   

 
Daniel 
 
In twenty years I will be a professional 
footballer or a boxer. 

  
Niamh 
 
In 20 years I will be working in McDonalds 
and I will write Despacito 2 with 3 dogs.   
  

   

 
Calvin 
 
In twenty years I would like to have a good job 
and a house to live in and a family to love. 

  
Sally 
 
In 20 years I’ll be 31. I’d like to be a special 
effects makeup artist and swim in my spare 
time. I’d like to live in Holland and live in a 
two story house and have a pug. 
 

   

 
Joel 
 
In 20 years I’ll be making websites for lots of 
people. 
 

  

 

 


